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Abstract. The surface acoustic waves (SAWS) with a strong enough piezoelectric field can capture and transport
electrons and holes. The presence of the surface acoustic waves and their photo-generated carriers transport properties
in the GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well (QW) is a potential scheme to achieve single photon sources and single photon
detectors. In this work, we numerically solve the system of coupled Schrödinger and Poisson equations and the carriers
radiative lifetime. A finite difference method (FDM) of two dimensional was developed as a conventional approach to
the theoretical understandings of the presence in the QW through Python programs. The features of carriers radiative
lifetime are discussed as functions of the SAW wavelengths and SAW amplitudes. The spatial separation and radiative
lifetime extending of the electrons and holes in SAW-driven QW could be explained by the method.
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1 Introduction

Future rising demand for quantum computing and information can be achieved using photonic

qubits.1–6 Photons are the quantum objects of encode, communicate, manipulate, and measure in-

formation. Many quantum phenomena are experimentally observed in semiconductor low-dimensional

devices.7–9 There is progressive interest in a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) because of the

widely investigation of the GaAs-based high-electron-mobility-transistor (HEMT) system, and it

becomes the most popular system for various physics effects such as ballistic electron transport,9

Coulomb blockade,10 and spin read-out.11 The AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures system is a common

GaAs-based heterostructures for obtaining a 2DEG.12–14 A scheme that can be used for prolonging

the lifetimes of the optical excitations was proposed by Rocke.15 The long-range transport of the

optical excitations has been demonstrated by J. Rudolph.16 It is a promising method to achieve

single photon sources and single photon detectors.17–22 This makes use of the fact that, in a semi-

conductor piezoelectric material, the electrons and holes are separated by SAWs that are accom-

panied with periodical potential as shown in Fig. 1(a).16, 23–25 There has been an extensive study
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in order to develope SAW-driven single photons devices.26 Almost all the research of SAW-driven

single photons devices has been carried out on the AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures systems,27–34

because GaAs and AlGaAs are piezoelectric. There has been an extensive study in order to de-

velope SAW-driven single photons devices that use the AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures systems as

shown in Fig. 1(b). Here, we present a theoretical framework for SAW-driven 2DEG and analysis

the key contributors to radiative lifetime of the 2DEG in AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures QW.
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Fig 1 (a) The three-dimensional(3D) schematic view shows the concept and structure of the SAW-driven 2DEG de-
vices. (b) Schematic diagram of the AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures.
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2 Theoretical model

2.1 The one-dimensional (1D) model for a AlGaAs/GaAs QW

The 1D model is achieved by the known self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson equation solving

scheme.35–37 The single-particle time-independent Schrodinger equation can be given as:

− ~2

2m∗
∂2

∂z2
ψ(z) + V (z)ψ(z) = Eψ(z), (1)

where m∗ is the particle mass, V is an arbitrary confining barrier potential, and E is the energy

of state. All the physical constants of the models are summarized in Table 1. By applying the

Finite Difference Method (FDM) to a number of spatial locations, the Schrodinger equation can be

discretised as:

− ~2

2m∗

[
ψ(z + δz)− 2ψ(z) + ψ(z − δz)

(δz)2

]
+ V (z)ψ(z) = Eψ(z). (2)

The matrix form of the discretised schrodinger equation, can be represented by:

Hψ = Eψ (3)

The equation can be solved to locate the eigenvalues and wave functions. The space-charge ef-

fects of charge carriers, obtained by solving Poisson’s equation, can be expressed by an additional

potential:

V(z) = VCB(z) + Vρ(z) (4)
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where VCB is the band-edge potential and Vρ is the potential of the charge. The new value of

potential can be used to solve for new charge distribution. We ought to repeat the process over and

over again until the results of the solution converge.

2.2 The two-dimensional (2D) model of the 2DEG in a QW system

The potential that generated by SAW can controls carriers capture and recombination in xy-plane

of the GaAs.38, 39 Inspired by the envelope function model of Bretagnon in [40], we can simu-

late the carriers radiative lifetime by solving the Schrodinger equation. The single-particle time-

independent Schrodinger equation in the xy-plane can be given as:

− ~2

2m∗

(
∂2ψ

∂x2
+
∂2ψ

∂y2

)
+ V (x, y)ψ = Eψ. (5)

The radiative lifetime τrad of excitons is given by:

τrad =
2πε0mec

3

ne2ω2
cvfosc

, (6)

where fosc is excitonic oscillator strength that is proportional to the square of the overlap integral

between wave functions of electron and hole fosc =
∣∣∫ fe(z)fh(z)dz∣∣2.41, 42

3 Simulation Results and discussion

3.1 Simulation of 2DEG characterization in the semiconductor thin film growth direction

We start from 1D simulation of GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures, as shown in Fig,1b. The do-

main length is defined as 50 nm, and a 0.5 Å sampling period was used. Here, the Al content

of Al0.33Ga0.67As layers gives the depth of the potential well of V0 = 286 meV.35 A 10nm GaAs
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Table 1 physical constants of the model

Electron effective mass(GaAs) 0.067
Hole effective mass(GaAs) 0.45
Electron Mass 9.1093826× 10−31kg

Electron Charge 1.602176× 10−19C

~~~ 1.054588757× 10−34Js

Boltzmann constant 1.3806504× 10−23J/K

Vacuum permittivity 8.8541878176× 10−12F/m

relative permittivity(GaAs) 13.1

space-layer is embedded in two layers of Al0.33Ga0.67As of 100 nm and 285 nm thick at a temper-

ature T = 300K. The total number N of photo-generated electrons density in the quantum well

is around 8 × 1017cm−3.43 A 10 nm GaAs capping layer is designed to prevent the oxidation of

the Al atoms in the Al0.33Ga0.67As layer. In the QW, the electron wave functions are calculated by

solving the self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson equation.

The self-consistent solution of Schrödinger-Poisson equations of the system is depicted in

Fig.3. The Python program uses numpy and matplotlib libraries to achieve calculations and

present graphs. Figure 2(a) shows the result of adding the potential of charge distribution. The two

confined eigenstates of the GaAs quantum well is depicted in Figure 2(b). Figure 2(c) shows the

areal charge density along the growth axis for the 10nm GaAs well. The potential due to the elec-

tron distribution is illustrated in Fig.3(d). As shown in Fig. 2(b), the photo-generated free electrons

are confined to a 2D plane by the strong potential barriers, which is known as a 2DEG.
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V0 = 286meV

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig 2 (a)The sum of the VCB and Poisson’s potential Vρ for the GaAs quantum well,(b)The two confined eigenstates
of the GaAs quantum well,(c)Areal charge density σ for the GaAs quantum well,(d)The potential due to the electron
distribution.

3.2 Simulation of SAW-driven photo-generated carriers radiative lifetime in xy-plane

We model a periodical potential field of SAW in the 2DEG of the GaAs/ Al0.33Ga0.67As het-

erostructure in xy-plane, as shown in Fig. 3. The thin film heterostructure is the same as that

in the 1D simulation.The thin film heterostructure is the same as that in the 1D simulation. In the

model, we assume that SAW potential is a sine wave in the x direction and decays exponentially in

the y direction, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b). The eigenfunction of the potential field can be

obtained by solving Eq(5). The electron probability density for the SAW potential field(Fig. 3) is

shown in Fig. 3(c).
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Fig 3 (a) A schematic diagram of the SAW potential in the x direction. (b) 2D SAW potential map in the QW of the
GaAs heterostructure. (c) Eigenfunction calculated in the SAW potential.

The interband transition of the QW heterostructures usually occurs between the first elec-

tron QW state and the first heavy hole QW state.42 The interband oscillator strength and photo-

generated carriers radiative lifetime is proportional to the square of the overlap integral between

the electron and hole probability density functions.40, 42 In fig.4(a), the 1D electron and hole prob-

ability density functions with 1D SAW potential as been simulated using python program.41 The

3-dimensional schematic diagram in Fig.4(b) shows the 2D electron and hole probability density

functions with 2D SAW potential. This 2D model is more realistic than the previous 1D SAW po-

tential model.41 The SAW amplitude(A) and wavelength length (λ) can be considered separately
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as illustrated in Fig.3(a).

(a) (b)

Fig 4 (a) the 1D Electron and hole probability densities with the SAW potential. (b) The 3D schematic view of the 2D
Electron and hole probability densities with the SAW potential.

Figure.5 shows the normalized square of the overlap integral between the 2D electron and

hole probability density functions as a function of the SAW amplitude in a range of 10–48 meV,

selectively for λ= 20, 30, and 40 nm. Figure.6 shows the normalized corresponding radiative

lifetimes τrad = A/
∣∣∫ fe(z)fh(z)∣∣2 as a function of SAW amplitude in units of meV with different

SAW wavelength length from 20 to 24 nm, where A is the only adjustable parameter.
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Fig 5 the square of the overlap integral between the 2D electron and hole probability density functions as a function
of SAW amplitude from 10 to 48 meV at different SAW wavelength length λ= 20, 30, and 40 nm.
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Fig 6 the radiative lifetimes as a function of SAW amplitude from 10 to 48 meV at different SAW wavelength length
λ= 20, 22, 24 nm.

To improve the radiative lifetimes of the SAW-driven photo-generated carriers in the QW, a

further attempt at enhancement of the SAW amplitude and wavelength is still important, by using

the simulations. In the simulation of SAW-driven photo-generated carriers in the QW, we verify
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the possibility of extending the radiative lifetimes of the photo-generated carriers, and also explain

why the electrons and holes photogenerated can be transported in a surface acoustic wave.15

4 Conclusion

In this study, we developed a newly method to numerically analyze the extending of photo-generated

carrier lifetimes in SAW-driven QW devices. We present the results of different SAW wavelengths

and SAW amplitudes. A 1D self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson equation solver in z-axis and

a 2D FDM solver with a 2D potential of SAW potential well were developed in Python. With

these solvers, it is possible to produce an accurate model and to optimise complex SAW-driven

QW devices. These numerical simulations show great potential in terms of the device design and

optimisation, and pave the way for a high-quality SAW-driven QW Single photon devices.

Data, Materials, and Code Availability

The raw data of the simulations can be downloaded from [https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7655457].
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